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ABSTRACT 

An efficient method Ibr computing a length- h' DCT 
given thtee consccutive length- ,V/3 DC'ls is propoxd. 
'This method dilfers fi-oin previous ones in that i t  reduces 
considcrahle aiitlvnclic operations and u.ws only Iength- 
AT/; DCTs instoad uf length- N IXTs. We also find its 
@uiI applications in fiactional scaling of a DCl-b;iscd 
imagc by the factor 0fh'/2"3~ . This would be v e v  uxftd 
in I-IDTV standard, whose display size is usually IG:9. 
The comparison with conventional methods is provided in 
this paper. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since "Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)" was first 
introduced in 1974, it has been widely used in various 
fields among digital signal processing (DSP). For 
example, it is the foundation stone of many prevailing 
image and video compression techniques, such as PEG,  
MPEGs and H .26~ .  Moreover, most of the images and 
videos nowadays are stored in the DCT domain through 
the above techniques. The question, however, arises that 
how can we directly manipulate or process such a 
compressed media stored in DCT domain. 

To avoid unnecessaly computations in decompression 
and recompression, a number .of algorithms have been 
proposed to complete the operations directly in the DCT 
domain. Among the various operations, scaling of an 
image, i.e. interpolation or decimation is probably the 
most common ones we might encounter in relevant 
applications. For esample, Park [4] has proposed an 
algorithm using the symmetric convolution property of 
DCT. Zhao [5] utilizes the relationship between linear 
transforms in spatial domain and those in DCT domain to 
develop an altemative approach 

In compressed image or video domain, it is necessaly 
to constmct a long DCT sequence from several short DCT 
sequences or to decompose a long DCT sequence into 
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several short DCT scquences. Sincc Skodras 111 has 
proposed a corresponding method for the c ~ s c  of two 
sequencer;, wc now focus on the case of threc consecutive 
sequences in this paper. Comhining with Skdras 's  
method, many DCT domain operations, such as fractional 
scnling by the lactor ofh'/?"iD, ilre now reolizahle in a 
simple and efficient way. 

2. PROPOSED APPROACH 

1.et LIS readdress the problem as follows. Given three 
scquences of thc same length N I 3  , i.e. 4 , B, and C, , 
which are thc DCT coefticicnls of three consecutive 
sequcnces a, , h, and c, respectively. Suppose that a,, , 
b,, and c, togethcr form the sequence xm of length h', i.e. 

for 

) I  = 0,1,.. ., N/3 - 1 , how can we find an efficient way to 
compute .I; fromAi, Bk and C, ? 

The traditional way to solve this problem is depicted 
in Fig. I .  According to this scheme, three N / 3  -point DCTs 
are required followed hy a N -point DCT. However, even 
if the fast DCT stmcture [3] is used, the computation 
complexity is approximately Nlog,  N proportional t o N ,  
which means the N -point DCT in Fig.1 will always 
dominate the whole computational load. 

an = ' h" = X"+(N/J, 3 c, = X,+(?N/,) 

- I I 
C O  

~ 

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the traditional approach 

In order to modify the traditional approach, we 
propose a new structure based on DCT &composition to 
avoid the N -p in t  DCT computation. In other words, we 
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use only lV/; -point DCTs to find .\-k, which is much 
more efficient than before. 

Now we got straight to invcstigate the hey cuncept ot 
hi,? nt'w structurz. First of all, the normalized fonvord 
UCT- II of length- iV sequence r,, is given as Follo~vs, 

and thc correapondmp inver= DCT 17, 

whctc 

Note that c~~ = C, and E > ~ + ,  = c3,+? = I . We now 

.F3,+, +.l-,k-t and -I,,+, +.l;r-z separably. 

decompose .FL fo three equal-Imgth parts, .Y:k , 

2 1 .  XJk COEFFICIENTS CALCULATION 

( 2 s  + 1)3h x,, = -.,,-&,cos E :: 2 N  
Assume that 

(7) (2ff +l)X e, =- 
2 N  ' 

then 
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A O  

k-1) 

BO 

k-2) 
C O  

whcrc 
d,, = b,: + c,, 

Fig.2 I;lo\\. graph of the proposed algorithm 

According to thc derivation above; me can wnstruct the 
(9) entire structure in Fig.?. 

'> = h ' - c  

I,, = ( - I ) , &  +c, 
E, =(-I),Bi -C, 

I I ,  x 2.4. X,,,, XJk+* COEFFICIENTS CALCULATION 
As a consequence, 

( ' I )  
(I2) 

Since we have obtained S,,,, +.Y,,., and .Y3k+2 +.Yrk-2. 
thc ncst question is how to calculate S,,,, and X,,,, 

2.3.XJL+2+XJII.2 COEFFICIENTS CALCULATION 

The denvation of .'i,,+, +,Y,,., 1s similar to that of 
Therefore, we summarize thc results as +X,,., 

follows, 

(13) 

(14) 
Further more, 

cos28, = cos(0" +On) = 2cos2 0, - 1 
sin28" =sin@" +8n)=2cos8,sin#n (15) 

from them. According to (l),.l-, is an even function of k 
because both sk and cos{(2~1+1)kx/2h~f are even 
functions of E;. Therefore, fork = 0 ,  

X,,,, +S-,k.,lk=a =.Y, +A., =2,i-, (17) 

(18) 

Using sequences s,,,, +.Y,,-, and X,,,, +,Y,k.2 
together with the initial conditions X, and X, , we can 
derive X,,,, and,E;,+, in an iterative approach. The flow 

graph is illustrated in Fig.? whereNl3  is chosen to he 8 
for example. 

x,k+z +6,,~,lk=o =A-? +A., =2.Y2 

3. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 

"-3k+Z +'-1k-2 From the proposed structures in Fig.2 and Fig.3, the 

requires 7 length- ,V/3 vector additions, 3 length- N/3 
vector multiplications and 4 length- N/3 DCTs, assuming 
that the DCT and the IDCT are of the same complexity. 
Furthermore, we need 2 more scalar multiplications to 
accomplish the scaling of 1/e, in the last stage of Fig.2. 

=fi$ocTN/,kocTN/,{uk - D , ~ z c o s 2 8 ~  - 1 )  
computation of X,, , X,,,, +X,,-, and X,,,, + x , ~ . ~  

-IDCTN/,(E, )h(2cosBn sin8,)) 

= ~ $ ~ T N / , , 6 c o s 8 " ( . K . . { 2 . ~ ,  -D,).osS, 

-fDCTNI,{Ei )hsinOn}}-(2A, -Di)}  

(16) 
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X(3MI) 
tX(1.l) 

XOk+D xm+a +X(3k-2) 
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@ 
@ b @ 
Fig.? Flow graph of .t-,k+l and .Yza+? 

On the other hand, thc computation of .YIL+,  and .Y3k+? 
in Fig.3 requires 2 length- (”3 - 1) vcctor additions. 
Since the scaling of 1/2 in thc first stage of Pig.3 could 
bt. absorbed into the last stage OF Fig.?. there would he no 
more multiplications hcx.  

For the puqmsc of simplicity, we choose iV = 2 x i  
in the following coniparisons such that the fast DCT 
could bc uscd to implement length- N / 3  DC’Ts, whcre r n  
is a positive integer. According to [3], the arithmetic 
complexity of a length- “3 fasl DCT is 

hi,? = ,\f2Y = (,rr/2) x (N/3) 

’4,q = ’4P = (3nr/2)x (N/3) -  (N/3)+ 1 

(19) 

(20) 

The total numbers of multiplications hi; and additions 
A i  of the proposed stmcture then become 

M i  = 3 ( N / 3 )  + 2 +4MZ = N(2m/3 + I )  + 2 (21)  

A; = 7(N/3) +2(N/3- I) + 4.4*7 = N(2nr + 5/3)  + 2 ( 2 2 )  

As for the conventional approach, the complexity is equal 
to 3 length-N/3 DCTs and 1 length-N DCT. The total 
numbers of multiplications hf; and additions A; of the 
conventional structure then become [2] 

nr,: = 3 x M %  +At,- =N(n,+l ) -2  (23)  

’4; = 3 x 4 7  +AP = ~ ( 3 m  + I ) + I  (24) 
We s u m m e z e  the computational complexity of these two 
approaches in Table I .  Note that the computational saving 
percentage increases with N . Moreover, for N = 8 x 3 , 
which is the standad block dimension for image and 
video coding, about 30% operations are saved. 

Table 1 Comparison of two approaches 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We propose an efficient approach to compute a length- N 
DCT givcn thrcc consecutive length- M/3 DCTs. The 
operations could he savcd up to 30% when the hlock size 
is choxn to be 8, and the iarger the hlock sizc is, thc morc 
opcrations we save. Another advantage is that only 
Icngth- ,V/; DCl‘s and IDCTs arc rcquircd instcad of 
length- N DCTs. Combining with Skodras‘s method, 
scaling a DCT-bnxd image by the factor ofNfi”3P is 
easily realizable by cascading a Skodras‘s stmctnres and 
fl  our sttucturcs. This provides more flexibility and 
efficiency in the application of fractional scaling, 
especially in the rising standard of HDTV whose screen 
size is usuiilly set to be lG:9. 
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